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Why create a database on SEPs? 
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Standards are a key alignment mechanism between stakeholders 

Standards shape the way future technologies will look like

Grant Challenges (‘smart’ whatever), IoT, Industry 4.0 etc. will make 
standards more and more important 

Standards are typically set by stakeholders (participants) in a 
consensus-driven process

In order to meet the desired functional requirements, standards often 
include (patented) state-of-the-art technologies

Clash: 

Standards aim at wide diffusion without obstacles

Patents grant temporary, exclusive rights



Why create a database on SEPs? 
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“Standard Essential Patents” (SEPs) are patents that are indispensable to 
produce a product or offer a service based on a standard. It is not possible to 
comply to the standard without infringing that patent. 

SEPs provide an unusually powerful position to their owner: they are the 
keys that control market access. Potential concerns include unavailability of 
licenses, ex-post hold-up, discrimination across licensees 

Many SSOs have patent policies. Two core elements: 

• Disclosure: Members will make a reasonable effort to inform about IPRs they are 
aware of that may become SEPs; 

• Commitment: When an a SEP is identified, the director of the SSO will request its 
holder, member or not, to make a licensing commitment (e.g. RF, FRAND) . 

Disclosure databases



Many applications can be thought of for SEP data
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SEP characteristics: geographical, backwards and forwards citations, claims, scope, 
renewals, grant

Firm behavior: transfer, litigation, opposition, prosecution behavior, re-issue

Commercialization: type of licensing commitment, inclusion in patent pool

Ownership: geographical, industry/sector, value chain

Institutional design SSO’s: effect of SSO rules on disclosure behavior, disclosure 
timing, litigation …

Institutional design PO’s: collaboration with SSOs, prior art on standards, possible 
discrimination

Policy concerns and disputes: non-availability, ex-post hold-up, royalty stacking

Strategic conduct in SSO’s: portfolio building, inclusion strategies, just-in-time 
patenting, etc. 

Also: control variable, etc. 



dSEP and its features
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SSO SEP databases of SSOs usually public, but dramatically differ. 

Any study required significant investment in data collection, clean-up, and harmonization. 

`



dSEP and its features – some facts
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- Launched in 2015, version 1.3 available in February 2016

- Covers IPR databases of thirteen major SSOs 

- All disclosure data is cleaned and harmonized

- All disclosed USPTO or EPO patents or patent applications are matched 
against patent identities in the PATSTAT database

- The database contains 46,906 disclosed patents, patent applications or 
blankets, from 969 different firms

- All 14,057 USPTO or EPO patents or patent applications are identified in 
PATSTAT, belonging to 4814 different INPADOC patent families and 
5337 different DOCDB patent families

- Is accompanied by a detailed codebook

- Distributed in Excel as well as STATA 13 format. 



dSEP and its features
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All disclosure data is cleaned and harmonized, including:

- Technical standard and working group / committee

- “Blanket disclosures” (and their various features)

- Type of commitment by patent owner

- Name of patent owner (who-owns-who & M&A data)

Additional data provided for the 335 companies with the largest portfolios:

- Home country

- Business model 



dSEP and its features
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dSEP and its features
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dSEP and its features
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NBER Working Paper No. 23627 (July 2017) provides an introduction to 
dSEP and presents some first analysis. More specifically, it shows how 
differences in the rules used by different SSOs can influence:

(a) which patents are disclosed, 

(b) the terms of licensing commitments, 

(c) ultimately long-run citation and litigation rates for the underlying 
patents. 



Why linking to PATSTAT?
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For each patent record, dSEP provides the equivalent PATSTAT APPL_ID

• We wanted to have a an unambiguous patent identity that spans across 
countries and across patenting phases (serial application number, 
published patent application, published patent)

• We sought to allow researchers to link our data with all types of 
information available in PATSTAT (patent families, technology classes, 
citations, etc.)



Challenges linking external patent data to PATSTAT
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Matching patent identities in PATSTAT can be somewhat/very challenging:

Publication numbers (PUBL_NR)

- Careful look at formatting conventions (e.g. USRE38564E1)

- Some numbering variants (e.g. JPO Emperor Year prior to 2000).

- Some patent offices ‘reuse’ the same number for different 
patents/kind codes (e.g. JPO), complex and sometimes kind codes 
are missing in SSO archives

- PCT…. 

Serial application numbers (APPL_NR)

- USPTO uses series (“Appl. No.: 09/066,610”) while PATSTAT 
has a year format (APPL_NR =“6661098”).  

- Also EPO application numbers pose challenges in field length, 
filling zero’s, and extensions (EP20090007850.9)  



xxx
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How do we know the year for
08/383,544 ? 

08/367,542 is earliest utility 
patent filed in 1995

08/581,739 is earliest utility 
patent filed in 1996

So 08/383,544 must have been 
filed in 1995 

But: 
- Footnote on the USPTO 

page explains that “In 
general, patent application 
serial numbers are 
assigned chronologically to 
patent application”, but that 
there are exceptions 

- How about 09/000,040 ? 



Patent families
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PATSTAT includes very useful information on two patent family types:

• DOCDB where members in a patent family share exactly the same 
priority documents

• INPADOC where members in a patent family share at least one priority 
documents with another family member

• There exist many different other family definition, and SSOs sometimes 
also have (different) family definitions related to obligations in the policy 



`

Members in a patent family share exactly 
the same priority documents
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(When not to use dSEP)

• If you need the most recent data (dSEP is a snapshot)

• If you need patent disclosures outside the US and Europe (you will need 
to clean your own data…)

Note: after dSEP was compiled, ETSI updated its own disclosure database 
which is now linked to EPO internal databases. This is now a powerful 
database that has cleaned entries for all countries around the globe. Be 
prepared, however, to invest seriously in getting to know it to use it properly. 



Resources
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dSEP database:   ssopatents.org

Rudi Bekkers, Christian Catalini, Arianna Martinelli, Cesare Righi, Timothy 
Simcoe (2017). Disclosure rules and declared essential patents. NBER 
Working Paper 23627, available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w23627. 
National Bureau of Economic Research, Cambridge (MA)

Bekkers, R., Catalini, C., Martinelli, A., & Simcoe, T. Intellectual Property 
Disclosure in Standards Development. Paper at the NBER conference on 
Standards, Patents & Innovation, Tucson (AZ), January 2012.

http://www.nber.org/papers/w23627


• Backup slides
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Christmas Wish List   (For PATSTAT? For others? )

• Patent claims (full text, statistics on length etc.)
− Especially interesting for scope, but also text mining

• Ownership (groups, M&A, who-owns-who appropach?) 

• Patent transfer data (some in PATSTAT INPADOC set but require a lot of 
work). 

• Litigation data, also outside of US

• Citations of patents in academic papers (so opposite of NPL)


